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Introduction

In today’s digital marketing environment,  

the customer journey is more complicated  

than ever, with countless touchpoints  

and channels along the way. 
 

For retailers and brands, this complexity is both  

an advantage and a barrier. While it means greater 

opportunity to connect with shoppers, it also means  

their attention is more fragmented than in the past.
 

The rise of mobile technology has only made things  

more complex. According to the Pew Research Center,  

three-quarters of U.S. consumers now own smartphones  

– a new high. Given device scale, mobile media consumption 

is outpacing the consumption of traditional media like TV 

and PC-based internet. comScore finds that mobile now 

represents 65 percent of all digital media time, with PCs  

a “secondary” media touchpoint for digital users. Ad  

spend is following consumption; mobile will account for  

72 percent of all digital ad spend by 2019. Meanwhile,  

nearly 50 percent of advertisers will raise mobile ad spend  

by at least 25 percent in 2017. While mobile enables  

an “always-on” opportunity to engage consumers,  

its continued and rapid growth has permanently  

altered the traditional customer journey for retailers. 
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In response to the mobile explosion and rising digital media 

fragmentation, some experts have declared the customer 

journey – the framework whereby marketers understand 

the customer experience from discovery to purchase – to 

be dead, or at least irrelevant. We disagree. The customer 

journey is alive and well, but it is more nuanced, with more 

twists and turns, than the linear experience of the past.

In this report, we unpack the new customer journey for the 

digital-mobile era, comparing it to previous models while 

offering a new path to purchase, with an emphasis on  

the mobile impact, for retailers to consider as they plan  

their marketing strategies in 2017 and beyond.
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Well before cable television and mobile devices, in the early 

1900s, the first attempt at customer journey mapping was made 

by advertising pioneer Elias St. Elmo Lewis. St. Elmo Lewis 

developed the first sequential marketing funnel, featuring four 

stages: awareness, interest, desire and action. The “AIDA” 

hierarchy captured the ways in which marketing messages 

ultimately affected consumers, nudging them along a linear  

path to purchase.

According to the AIDA model, a prospect first becomes aware 

that a particular product – or the need for a product – exists.  

Then, they develop an interest in filling that need. After  

considering several options, the prospect begins to desire  

a specific type, model or brand. Finally, the prospect  

takes action, ultimately making the purchase.

This archetype remained the standard during the years when  

most shoppers relied on a handful of traditional media sources  

for information. However, as more options became available  

to them – cable programming in the late 1980s, followed by  

the web’s popularization in the mid-90s – St. Elmo Lewis’  

AIDA model evolved. By the early 2000s, an advanced  

journey for the multichannel, digital era had emerged.

The Classic Customer Journey:  

A Brief History

The AIDA Model, St. Elias Elmo Lewis
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In 2010, Forrester’s Steven Noble offered a new take on the 

path to purchase for the digital ecosystem. Like St. Elmo Lewis, 

Noble’s theory featured four stages: discover, explore, buy and 

engage. His customer journey – with more open-ended and fluid 

stages – factored in the Internet and the more fragmented digital 

media landscape it created. As he put it, “as marketing has grown 

more complicated over the past decade, the funnel has struggled 

to continue to reflect reality.” Ultimately, Noble’s model became 

dominant, transforming how retailers plan campaigns  

in the digital world.

Noble’s model is the basis for a new customer journey map that 

we offer here, updated to account for today’s fragmented media 

environment and a changing retail and technology landscape. 

What follows is a retooled Noble model that is more inclusive  

and reflective of the dramatic and significant influence  

of mobile technology, with new stages featured.

The Digital Model
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Retale’s “Digital-Mobile” redefined version of Noble’s model consists of six stages, placing additional  

emphasis on how the rise of mobile has impacted the overall journey. Our new, updated model includes:  

discover, consider, plan, purchase, engage and evangelize. To offer clarity for retailers and brands and  

explain how mobile fits into the equation, we will unpack and define each stage in the next section.

The New Journey:  

Digital & Mobile
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Like its predecessors, the digital-mobile journey starts with “discovery.” At this stage,  

the need for a product or a specific type of product must be brought to a prospect’s attention.  

Traditionally, discovery has been driven by friends and family, TV and print media – everything from 

newspapers to magazines. But, as media consumption has shifted towards digital, web search has  

quickly become one of the most dominant factors in the product discovery stage. Google – which  

according to comScore, handles two-thirds of U.S. web search queries – has benefited the most  

from this trend, with marketers spending big on paid search and product ad listings. Amazon  

and Pinterest, however, have also seen success as digital-first portals for product discovery.  

The Mobile Impact:  

As mobile continues to rise, so does the digital discovery within its platforms. Web searches are  

migrating from PCs to smartphones, with nearly 60 percent of searches performed from mobile  

devices. Ad spend is also reflective of this change. Mobile paid search saw a surge in spend last year, 

climbing 14 percent. Similarly, in-app advertising grew at a record clip, reaching just under $21 billion  

in 2016, accounting for nearly three-quarters of total mobile ad spending, according to eMarketer. 

Considering consumers now spend more than 85 percent of their time on mobile devices within  

apps, this number will only continue to grow, increasing in-app product discovery as a result.  

As an example, James Quarles, Instagram’s global head of business and brand, says that  

60 percent of its users discover retail products through its service. And our flagship app, Retale,  

with more than 26 million users, is popular globally among shoppers for product discovery.
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2. Consider

Once a potential customer is drawn in, their next step is “consideration” – researching the pros and  

cons of particular brands or products based on their needs. This can be a daunting step for consumers, 

who consider as many as 63 brands for an automotive purchase, 49 for a PC and 38 for skincare products. 

Consideration of multiple brands is typical because it validates a consumer’s decision-making process. 

Pricing, of course, leads consideration. Today, 81 percent of consumers compare prices online before  

buying anything. With options narrowed by price, the next step is diving into quality and performance.  

Here, online reviews matter. Ninety percent of consumers say reviews by journalists, bloggers and  

shoppers are important. And smart marketers are repackaging third-party reviews for email, social  

and native ad campaigns, amplifying their value through paid scale. 

The Mobile Impact: 

Increasingly, price comparison occurs through smartphones and tablets. Fifty percent of U.S. mobile device 

owners will use mobile to research a competitor’s prices when shopping in a store for holiday items. Mobile 

is also the go-to device for price comparison as the boundaries between brick-and-mortar and online buying 

fade. Sixty-five percent of consumers will compare the price they can get in store with the prices seen online; 

then, they choose whichever option is cheapest. Before mobile devices were commonplace, shoppers 

checked reviews online or in a print publication ahead of an in-store visit. Now, more refer to reviews as  

they shop in store, further blurring the lines between online and offline. For example, our own study found 

that nearly 40 percent of back-to-school shoppers use mobile devices to check product reviews out  

of store, while one quarter do so in store. Checking reviews while actively shopping is becoming  

a more mobile-influenced behavior. 

http://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/marketing-and-sales/our-insights/the-consumer-decision-journey
http://www.chainstoreage.com/article/study-81-research-online-making-big-purchases
http://marketingland.com/survey-customers-more-frustrated-by-how-long-it-takes-to-resolve-a-customer-service-issue-than-the-resolution-38756
http://www.jeffbullas.com/2016/01/12/7-tips-market-brand-using-customer-reviews/
https://www.emarketer.com/Article/Plenty-of-US-Shoppers-Doing-Mobile-Price-Comparison-Stores/1014836
http://www.pewinternet.org/2016/12/19/online-shopping-and-e-commerce/
http://www.retale.com/corporate/white-papers/survey-89-of-parents-select-a-retailer-for-back-toschool-shopping-based-on-deals-available-on-mobile-devices/
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Consideration ends with the selection of a product and brand. What follows is the “planning” stage. 

Here, customers seek to optimize their purchase, with price remaining a key influencer. They scan  

and collect product promotions and coupons, build shopping lists and plan for upcoming sales.  

Nearly 90 percent of shoppers use coupons to make purchases, while 79 percent of in-store  

shoppers – and even 49 percent of those who shop online – also create shopping lists.  

Further, more than half of U.S. shoppers buy during a sale.

The Mobile Impact: 

More than ever, the planning stage is happening on a mobile device. According to our own commissioned 

Retale study examining grocery shopping preferences among millennial consumers, 43 percent of millennials 

use smartphones to “clip mobile coupons” and “browse weekly ads” before a store visit. Additionally,  

59 percent use mobile devices to “create and manage shopping lists.” The evidence is so striking here  

that we acquired Out of Milk, the biggest shopping list app on Android in North America – with close to 

10 million downloads. Out of Milk is a thriving symbol of the impact of mobile device usage on shopping. 

Smartphones and tablets, through native apps and mobile web, have quickly become the touchpoint  

in the planning stage of today’s digital customer journey. 
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3. Plan
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At the purchasing stage of the customer journey, the shopper is ready to proceed with the transaction. 

However, the stage extends well beyond simple payment for goods and services. As Noble points out about 

the in-store transaction, “Customer experiences during this phase include…satisfaction with the checkout 

process,” as well as “the experience with the sales channel if there is a problem.” For e-commerce,  

customer service and the call center are critical. This is why retailers must consider each purchase  

holistically to ensure an optimized and streamlined checkout, whether in-store or online, to deliver  

a successful experience as well as future business.

The Mobile Impact: 

Mobile devices are increasingly supporting in-store purchases. Another insight from our own commissioned 

study polling 500 millennial shoppers about their preferred checkout experiences found that  more than a 

quarter of shoppers prefer to use mobile devices – from smartphones to smartwatches – at point-of-sale,  

both for convenience and efficiency. Near-field communication (NFC) technology – which allows two devices 

placed in close proximity of each other to exchange data without an internet connection – from Apple and 

Google have made this possible. Further, according to PYMNTS.com, mobile coupons have also overtaken 

print at checkout. There is clearly a growing demand for automation and innovation across the purchase 

experience that is uniquely offered by mobile technology. Even in e-commerce, mobile is taking over,  

with mobile commerce sales growing 40 percent in 2016.
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4. Purchase
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As in Noble’s model, our version of the customer journey doesn’t end after the sale.  

Digital touchpoints have created an entirely new post-sale engagement process that informs  

the next decision journey. According to McKinsey, more than 60 percent of skincare product buyers  

go online to conduct even more research after a transaction. As McKinsey puts it, this was “a touch 

point unimaginable when the funnel was conceived.” With an endless supply of media, driven through an 

expanding set of digital channels, it is common to see converted customers become passive and lapsed. 

In fact, 30 percent of consumers admit to changing brands often “just for the sake of variety,” while 80 

percent would switch for a promotion. To drive loyalty in the aftersales period of the journey, continued 

engagement is critical. This includes a comprehensive digital post-sales strategy, with tactics like email, 

social, retargeted display, content marketing (user guides, etc.), testimonial and review opportunities  

and more.

The Mobile Impact: 

Before mobile, the majority of engagement came from in-store interactions, desktop PCs and  

TV advertising. The use of mobile devices, however, has created an “always-on” conversation with 

consumers. Email marketing and SMS communications, through personalized and triggered messages, 

continue to be two of the best channels for post-sale engagement. According to Business Insider’s research 

group, both have the broadest reach and highest adoption among mobile users. Additionally, relevant in-app 

push notifications deliver value for retailers and brands. In our own Retale study, we found that millennials  

in particular were receptive to personalized push notifications from brands. This supports their affinity  

for continuing the conversation post-sale while building brand loyalty over the long-term.
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5. Engage
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A successful customer journey ultimately ends with the “evangelize” phase. But this phase isn’t a true end. 

It’s the desirable precursor to the journey beginning again. Should the customer need a related product or 

service in the future, they will return if they think highly of the retailer. Seventy-seven percent of consumers 

say they buy repeatedly from the same brands, although only 40 percent attribute their behavior to brand 

loyalty. Loyalty does not refer solely to repeat business from individual customers, but to those customers 

willing to share their positive experience with others, helping bring new prospects to the discovery stage. 

Building brand ambassadors is a prized achievement for many retailers, as more than 80 percent  

of consumers seek recommendations from third parties when considering a purchase.  

These advocates are critical for lead-generation and cultivating new customers.

The Mobile Impact: 

Mobile is the preferred format for social media users today. Nearly 60 percent  of all Facebook  

users – of which there are 1.65 billion – access the service only on a mobile device. For retailers,  

social media is a key channel for maintaining loyalty and enabling brand advocates. Per a CrowdTwist  

study, 44 percent of millennials use social media to evangelize products and services purchased,  

“meaning that people within any given network have more access to what their friends, family  

and acquaintances are buying.” Similarly, Nielsen finds that 58 percent of social media users post  

product reviews “to protect others from bad experiences,” and 61 percent say they share their  

experiences to “give recognition for a job well-done.” Social has become the go-to platform for  

expressing either positive or negative brand experiences post-sale. And while Facebook has been  

the most dominant in the mobile-social space, newer platforms like Snapchat, with a unique  

mix of augmented reality, are also facilitating exciting new forms of customer evangelism.
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6. Evangelize
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Contrary to what many believe, the customer journey is not dead. Today’s path to purchase is just more 

complex than it once was, thanks to the continual advancement of digital – particularly on the mobile side.

In this report, we provide an updated model of the customer journey for retailers to consider as they  

look for fresh ways to improve customer engagement strategies. The current digital, and particularly  

the mobile-centric, landscape has made it necessary for a newer, more refined retail customer journey. 

Now, it’s up to retailers and brands to execute, with the right partners supporting them.  
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Retale is technology company that develops mobile-first shopping experiences. We connect busy,  

ready-to-buy shoppers with the products and deals that matter to them, ultimately driving traffic and  

sales for retailers and brands. Reaching 26 million mobile users across 200 countries every month,  

Retale helps meet shoppers’ needs at every stage of the customer journey. Our portfolio of products 

and services includes Retale, the location-based shopping app for discovering savings and coupons  

nearby, as well as Out of Milk, the largest shopping list app on Android in North America. Retale is  

part of Bonial.com, which operates the leading location-based mobile shopping platform worldwide,  

with 5,200 retailer and brand partners and coverage of more than 1.4 million store locations globally.
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